Activity report

Name of the activity: Student achievements

- OU-VC Dr. S. Ramachandram visited project Expo exhibition in AGAMA-2018, Total no of project exhibited is 16.

Photographs:
Mr. Saikumar of II year B.Tech Mechanical awarded with Bharat world Record for his continues Classical dance performance

Photographs:
- Participation of our students in ASME E-Fest Delhi March-2018.

Photographs:

- Miss Harika Narayan of IV B.Tech Mechanical is felicitated by Vice President of India Mr. M. Venkaiah Naidu on occasion of Ugadi celebrations at Delhi Telugu academy.

Photographs:
Mr. Nikhil Student of Mechanical Engineering participated in E-Week 2018 grand finale 24th feb at Siri fort New Delhi with Mr.Romashwadhwani CEO, Chairman of Symphony technology group

Photographs:
Mr. E. Saikesh of IV B.Tech Mechanical as E-Leader-Cell for Aavishkaran, National Entrepreneurship Network (NEN) and Wadhwani foundation.

Photographs:

Mr. K Praveen Kumar IV B.Tech student has received National level 2nd Prize in 3D Diwali contest conducted by Designtech Systems.

Photographs:
Mithil Byri of Mechanical IV Yr, has won Many National level Championships in Photography. "Roots collegiums “has organized Capture 2K17 in which he won a cash Prize of rs.20,000.

Photographs: